Vibrational relaxation of a harmonic oscillator nonlinearly coupled to a heat bath is investigated by the Gaussian-Markovian quantum Fokker-Planck equation approach. The system-bath interaction is assumed to be linear in the bath coordinate, but linear plus square in the system coordinate modeling the elastic and inelastic relaxation mechanisms. Interplay of the two relaxation processes induced by the linear-linear and square-linear interactions in Raman or infrared spectra is discussed for various system-bath couplings, temperatures, and correlation times for the bath fluctuations. The one-quantum coherence state created through the interaction with the pump laser pulse relaxes through different pathways in accordance with the mechanisms of the system-bath interactions. Relations between the present theory, Redfield theory, and stochastic theory are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The vibrational spectra of molecules are determined by their three-dimensional structures and their vibrational force fields. An analysis of these ͓usually infrared ͑IR͒ and Raman͔ spectra can therefore provide information on the structures and on the intra-and intermolecular interactions. Over the years, normal-mode calculations have provided insight into the spectra of molecules in the condensed phases. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] The normal-mode frequencies are obtained by solving the secular equation that must be satisfied if the molecule is to have harmonic modes of vibration. The molecular motion can then be decomposed into normal modes, by defining new coordinates that describe the system as a collection of uncoupled harmonic oscillators.
For a molecular system in the condensed phase interactions may be divided into two categories: intramolecular and intermolecular. In such a case, instead of employing an ensemble of uncoupled oscillators, it is natural to consider a primary system corresponding to the intramolecular vibration interacting with a bath of harmonic oscillators for the intermolecular ones. This is a Brownian oscillator description of molecular vibrations. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] This description is especially useful to analyze vibrational spectra where the laser field only interacts with Raman or infrared active modes. One can regard such modes as the primary modes whereas the others are the bath modes. The conventional Brownian oscillator model assumes a linear-linear system-bath interaction ͑LL interaction͒ with respect to the vibrational coordinates; therefore, physically, it is equivalent to the normalmode model, and one can reduce to the normal-mode model by diagonalizing the total Hamiltonian of the Brownian oscillator model. Although the normal-mode and Brownian oscillator models seem to give reasonable explanations of vibrational spectra, in a real system, interactions between atoms or molecules are nonlinear, and the harmonic description of the system fails. Such nonlinear interactions contribute to the energy dissipation and the phase relaxation, and may play an important role in the vibrational spectrum. The use of an explicit molecular model for this problem is computationally too expensive and it complicates the understanding of the problem.
When Okumura and Tanimura introduced the generalized Brownian oscillator model with a nonlinear systembath interaction, 14 they expressed the interaction as square in the system coordinate and linear in the bath coordinate ͑SL interaction͒ and calculated a two-time correlation function of the system coordinate perturbatively. Their result was analytical, but its applicability was limited. Then, Steffen and Tanimura derived a quantum Fokker-Planck equation with the SL interaction 15, 16 by generalizing the quantum FokkerPlanck equation for a Gaussian-Markovian bath 17, 18 and calculated two-, three-, and four-time correlation functions of the Raman polarizability or the dipole moment for various coupling strengths and noise correlation times in the context of two-dimensional spectroscopy. 6, 19, 20 It was shown that the fast modulation limit of the SL model corresponds to a situation with a homogeneous distribution of oscillators, and the slow modulation limit to an inhomogeneous distribution of oscillators; the Raman or infrared signals calculated from the three-and four-time correlation functions show the echolike feature only in the inhomogeneous case. 16, 21, 22 In these studies, they investigated only the effects of the SL interaction assuming that the LL interactions are very small, but, in general, the LL interaction plays a role as well. In this study, we consider both the LL and SL interactions and discuss the interplay between the two.
In the next section, we present a description of the LL and SL system-bath couplings. The derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation for an oscillator system in contact with the Gaussian-Markovian noise bath is given in Appendix A. Difference between the present theory and the Redfield theory is discussed in Appendix C. In Sec. III, we dis-cuss third-order Raman vibrational spectroscopy. The response function formalism is also summarized to relate with the wave packet dynamics in the correlation function. After a brief explanation on the computational method in Sec. IV, the wave packet motions and the time evolutions of the coherences between the vibrational levels of a harmonic oscillator system are calculated and compared with the results from the conventional Brownian oscillator model. A selection rule that determines the vibrational relaxation pathways after the photoexcitation of the system is discussed focusing on the presence of both the LL and SL interactions. We also analyze the optical response functions and spectra by changing the physical parameters such as the coupling strength, the temperature and the correlation time of the bath fluctuations, and compare with the stochastic theory. The concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.
II. FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION FOR AN OSCILLATOR SYSTEM NONLINEARLY COUPLED WITH HEAT BATH OSCILLATORS

A. Hamiltonian
Consider an optically active molecular vibrational mode in the condensed phase, which couples to the optically inactive bath degrees of freedom. The Hamiltonian of the whole system is expressed as
Here, q , p , M, and U(q ) denote, respectively, the coordinate ͑displacement from the potential minimum͒, momentum, reduced mass, and the potential of the optically active oscillator, which is called the system in the following discussion. The bath degrees of freedom are treated as an ensemble of harmonic oscillators, and the coordinate, momentum, mass, and frequency of the jth bath oscillator are given by q j , p j , m j , and j , respectively. The system-bath interaction is given by
where only the linear dependence on the bath coordinates is taken into account. For the system coordinate q we include terms up to second order,
where g j denotes the coupling strength to the jth bath mode. The interaction described by Eqs. ͑2.2͒ and ͑2.3͒ are the first few terms of the general system-bath interaction Hamil-
. 23 Constants C 1 у0 and C 2 are introduced to specify the relative importance of the couplings via the q or q 2 term, respectively. For the sake of this discussion only the ration C 1 /C 2 is necessary, but it is convenient to leave them in the present formulation. We refer to the bilinear coordinate coupling term proportional C 1 as the linear-linear ͑LL͒ coupling term, and the term proportional to C 2 as the square-linear ͑SL͒ coupling term. The dimensionless constant C 2 will be set to either 1 or 0, i.e., the system-bath interaction either includes the SL coupling or it does not. The LL model has been widely used in studying the effects of dissipative processes in quantum dynamics [7] [8] [9] [10] such as tunneling 9, 18 and curve-crossing problems. 24, 25 In the field of spectroscopy such coupling mechanisms have been used to describe energy dissipation from the vibrational system to the heat bath modes, which is called population decay or T 1 -type relaxation. 6 In addition to the energy dissipation due to the LL coupling, we expect that system potential fluctuations will arise due to the presence of the SL coupling, which is related to pure dephasing or T 2 -type relaxation. 26 -28 These notions of the relaxation phenomena are made for a harmonic oscillator system denoted by the creation and annihilation operators, â † and â , respectively, with a weak system-bath coupling. This is equivalent to the harmonic system with the coordinate operator q ϭͱប/(2M 0 )(â ϩâ † ), where 0 is the fundamental frequency. It can be understood that the LL coupling (ϰâ ϩâ † ) leads to one-quantum transitions of the system, while the SL coupling (ϰ1ϩ2â † â ϩâ 2 ϩâ †2 ) implies elastic interaction (1ϩ2â † â ) as well as two-quantum transitions (â 2 ϩâ †2 ) as shown in Fig. 1 ͓see Eqs. ͑2.16͔͒.
B. Specification of the bath modes
To derive a Fokker-Planck equation which describes the system dynamics in the presence of both the LL and SL couplings with the heat bath, one has to define a spectral density J(). We employ the spectral density relevant to the SL coupling
͑2.4͒
where an infinite number of bath modes is assumed and the summation of Dirac delta functions is replaced by a continuous function of . The constant ␥ represents the width of the spectral distribution of the bath modes and is related to the correlation time of the noise induced by the bath c ϵ1/␥. ͑2.5͒ To see this relationship, we define the interaction coordinate of the bath modes as
Within the high temperature approximation ␤ប␥Ӷ1 (␤ ϭ1/k B T, with k B and T being the Boltzmann constant and temperature, respectively͒, the symmetrized correlation function of the interaction coordinate takes a single exponential decay form 29 S͑t ͒ϵ 1 2
where X (t) is the Heisenberg operator of X and ͗•••͘ B means taking the thermal average with respect to the bath degrees of freedom. Equation ͑2.7͒ states that the bath oscillators disturb the system with Gaussian-Markovian noise. The Gaussian nature is apparent since the harmonic oscillator bath is completely characterized by the second-order cummulant.
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C. Fokker-Planck equation for a Gaussian-Markovian noise bath
In this subsection, we present the quantum FokkerPlanck equation with the LL and SL interactions for the Gaussian-Markovian noise bath. This equation is valid for colored Gaussian-Markovian noise from weak to strong system-bath coupling under the high-temperature condition ប␥Ӷk B T. The procedure to derive the equation of motion is described in detail in Refs. 16 and 17, where a prescription based on the influence functional formalism is utilized. 31 We summarize it for the reduced density matrix (q,qЈ,t), including both the LL and SL interactions, in Appendix A. Here, we write it in the Wigner representation. 32 The Wigner distribution function is the quantum analog of the classical distribution function in phase space, and is defined as
The Wigner distribution function is a real function in contrast to the complex density matrix. Wigner transformation of the equations of motion for the reduced density matrix derived in Appendix A yields the quantum Fokker-Planck equation for the Gaussian-Markovian noise bath
In Eqs. ͑2.9͒, only W 0 (p,q,t)ϵW(p,q,t) has physical meaning and the others, W n (p,q,t) (1рnрN), are auxiliary functions being introduced to avoid the explicit treatment of the inherent memory effects during the time evolution of the reduced density matrix ͓see Eqs. ͑A2͒ and ͑A4͔͒. By the exponential decay assumption of the bath correlation function ͓Eq. ͑2.7͔͒, the time nonlocality in the equation of motion is taken into account as the hierarchical structure of the above expression; the time evolution is described by a set of coupled Markovian-type ͑first-order derivative in time͒ equations, which allows us to implement numerical calculations using well-established methods. 33 The depth of the hierarchy N is chosen according to the time scale of the correlation time 1/␥ and the strength of the system-bath interactions ͓see Sec. IV͔.
Some details of transformations from the coordinate representation to the Wigner representation are listed in Appendix B. Here, we give the explicit expressions of operators in Eqs. ͑2.9͒. The action of the system Liouvillian on the Wigner function is defined by
with the potential kernel
͑2.10b͒
The relaxation operators induced by the system-bath interactions are given by
͑2.11b͒
and
We shall represent the SL coupling between the system and the heat bath by a set of parameters SL and ␥. Here, SL ϵC 2 denotes the SL coupling strength and has the dimension of m Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 . According to Eqs. ͑2.3͒ and ͑2.4͒, the LL coupling strength LL is also defined by
with the dimension s Ϫ1 . If we put C 1 ϵ0, i.e., the SL model, the above equations, Eqs. ͑2.9͒-͑2.12͒, reduce to that derived in Refs. 15 and 16 as should be, while C 2 ϵ0 leads to the conventional Brownian oscillator model. 17, 18 Thus, the present Fokker-Planck equation unifies the SL coupling model considered in Refs. 15 and 16 and the Brownian oscillator model.
The Gaussian-white noise bath represented by the Ohmic spectral density
is the limit of the Gaussian-Markovian bath with a vanishingly short correlation time compared to the characteristic time scale of the system, e.g., ␥→ϱ and S(t) →2M SL ␦(t)/␤. A Fokker-Planck equation for the Gaussian-white noise bath can be derived by following the procedure described in Appendix A, but is quickly obtained by formally putting Nϭ0 in Eq. ͑2.9͒ as
in which the time evolution of the system is described by a Markov-type differential equation. Physically, Eq. ͑2.14͒ is valid when ␥ӷ c , where c is the characteristic frequency of the system such as the frequency of the harmonic potential, thus, the high-temperature condition now implies ␤ប c Ӷ1. 10, 17 Equation ͑2.14͒ is also derived by a secondorder perturbation theory and the six different approaches have been carefully compared for the LL coupling model. 34 We see that the numerical evaluation of the GaussianMarkovian equations of motion ͓Eq. ͑2.9͔͒ is more time consuming than that of the Gaussian-white equation of motion, however, the former can be applied with more moderate restriction on the bath temperatures. 17 For comparison, we present some of Redfield tensor elements 28, [35] [36] [37] for the present model ͑cf. Appendix C͒. The Redfield theory has been utilized to describe quantum dissipative dynamics by the reduced density matrix in the energylevel representation, 36 where the system-bath interactions are treated with second-order perturbation theory. There are two important tensor elements within the rotating wave approximation ͑RWA͒ ͑or secular approximation͒, 28, 37, 34 i.e., R n,n;m,m and Re͓R n,m;n,m ͔ describing the transition rate from mth vibrational level of the system ͉m͘ to the nth level and the dephasing rate between these levels, respectively. These are given by
where the notation m ϵ ͚ r m R r,r;m,m is used for the population decay rate out of the mth vibrational level and nm ϭ n Ϫ m for the frequency difference between the relevant levels. N()ϭ1/(e ␤ប Ϫ1) is the thermal occupation number of the harmonic oscillator of the frequency , and V(q ) is defined in Eq. ͑2.3͒. The transition rate satisfies the detailed balance condition, e.g., R nϪ1,nϪ1;n,n ϭe ␤ប n,nϪ1 R n,n;nϪ1,nϪ1 . For a harmonic oscillator system with fundamental frequency 0 and the Gaussian-white bath represented by Eq. ͑2.14͒, the above tensor elements reduce to
͑2.16b͒
respectively. The second term of Eq. ͑2.16b͒ represents the pure dephasing rate constant and its magnitude is proportional to the square of the difference of the quantum numbers of the relevant vibrational levels. 20,26,27,38 -41 Because of the RWA, expressions in Eqs. ͑2.16͒ are valid regardless of the statistics of the bath modes, i.e., the bath modes that contribute to the LL coupling and those to the SL coupling can be independent from each other. We can see, on the other hand, the interferences between the effect from the LL coupling and that from the SL coupling as the cross terms being proportional to C 1 C 2 in the relaxation operator of Eq. ͑2.11c͒. These interferences will vanish when the spectral overlap between the bath modes that participate in the LL coupling and those that participate in the SL coupling are absent. Effects of this interference might be described by the Redfield tensor elements beyond the RWA.
To conclude this section, we mention an alternative form of a Fokker-Planck equation investigated by Yan, 42 ,43 with which one can handle a non-Markovian heat bath within two different partial resummation schemes. In the Markovian bath limit, Yan's two prescriptions result in a Fokker-Planck equation consisting of two coupled differential equations, 44 where the number of coupled equations (Nϭ2) is independent of the bath correlation time. It consists of a single differential equation for the white bath case and agrees with our Fokker-Planck equation in Eq. ͑2.14͒ applied to the LL coupling model. 10, 17 Quite recently, a fourth-order perturbation theory was applied to derive a quantum master equation for the Markovian heat bath model, and the relation between the path integral formalism and the perturbation treatment was discussed. 45 
III. OPTICAL RESPONSE FUNCTION FOR VIBRATIONAL SPECTROSCOPY
In this section, we present an expression for the nonresonant third-order Raman spectroscopy on the oscillator system, which is a correlation function of the system coordinate, to demonstrate the effects of the vibrational relaxation for different system-bath coupling mechanisms. In this spectroscopy, molecular vibrations in the electronic ground state are coherently excited by the pumping laser pulse E(t) via an interaction through the polarizability ␣(q ) followed by the probe laser pulse E T (t), which induces the Raman polarization to be detected. The time separation between the pump and the probe pulse, denoted by T 1 , is controlled in the time-resolved experiment. 6 The Hamiltonian including the pumping laser field is
͑3.1͒
Note that since the Hamiltonian for the resonant infrared ͑IR͒ spectroscopy is given by Ĥ IR ϭĤ Ϫ(q )E(t) with the dipole operator (q ), one can treat the linear IR response by formally replacing the polarizability operator ␣(q ) by the dipole operator (q ) in Eqs. ͑3.4͒ and ͑3.5͒ below. In the following, we will discuss Raman spectroscopy, but the same results can be applied to IR spectroscopy by appropriately replacing the physical quantities involved. For simplicity, we assume that the laser fields are impulsive, and defined by,
where E denotes the pulse area. The Raman polarization is calculated by using perturbation theory with respect to the system-laser field interactions and is expressed as 6, 19 P͑t
with the Raman response function
͑3.4͒
where 
where W eq (p,q) stands for the thermal equilibrium Wigner distribution function of the system ͑see the next section͒, and Tr means the integration over p and q variables. The actions of the Wigner operators corresponding to the commutator ␣ W and the anticommutator ␣ W°o n the distribution function are given in Appendix B ͓Eqs. ͑B3͒ and ͑B4͔͒. For the Gaussian-Markovian noise bath, the Wigner distribution function and time-evolution operators are cast into the hierarchical form. The operator ␣ W and ␣ W°o perate throughout the hierarchical elements W n (p,q,t) (0рnрN). After the time evolution and operation of ␣ W°, the zeroth order element W 0 (p,q,t) is used to calculate the signal.
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here, we note some details of the numerical calculations. In the following calculations, we employed the dimensionless momentum and coordinate defined as Pϵp/ͱបM 0 and QϵqͱM 0 /ប, respectively. The SL coupling strength SL is determined by the dimensionless coupling strength
2 ). The magnitude of C 1 is determined from Eq. ͑2.12͒, which accounts for the influences of the LL coupling even when the SL coupling is absent, i.e., C 2 ϵ0 in Eq. ͑2.9͒. We assume the harmonic potential, U(q) ϭM 0 2 q 2 /2, for the system oscillator where the fundamental frequency is set to be ប 0 ϭ38.7 cm Ϫ1 (T v ϭ861 fs͒ being the same value as our previous papers. 15, 16 Although Eqs. ͑2.9͒ can be applied to high-frequency vibrations (ϳ1000 cm Ϫ1 ), we limit our calculations for a low-frequency mode, since in addition to the SL interaction, one needs to take into account the anharmonicity of the potential, which should be studied as a separated work. The second term on the righthand side of Eq. ͑2.10a͒ reduces to M 0 2 q‫ץ‬W n (p,q,t)/‫ץ‬p for a harmonic potential. The polarizability operator is assumed to be ␣(q)ϭ␣ 1 q. Then, the expression of the Wigner operator ␣ W can be cast into a differential form as
The thermal equilibrium distributions W n eq (p,q) (0рn рN) required as the initial condition are obtained by integrating Eq. ͑2.9͒ or ͑2.14͒ from time tϭϪt i Ͻ0 to tϭ0 with trial initial conditions
where N is the normalization constant. During the time evolution for the interval t i у1/␥, auxiliary functions W n (p,q,0) (1рnрN) become nonzero and the wave packets become stable. The depth of the hierarchy N should fulfill N␥Ͼ4 0 and N␥Ͼ4 SL from the numerical simulations. 16 We notice that the distribution of Eq. ͑4.1a͒ is not an equi-librium state except for the case of the Gaussian-white noise bath(␥ӷ c ), since it neglects initial correlation between the system and bath. 8, 47 therefore we need to generate the thermal equilibrium states by numerically integrating Eqs. ͑2.9͒ as described above. 17, 48 The numerical integrations are performed by using a second-order Runge-Kutta method applied to a finite difference expression of Eq. ͑2.9͒ or ͑2.14͒
49 on a discrete mesh in the phase space. The time steps for the finite difference expression for ‫ץ‬W n /‫ץ‬t were between 0.004 and 0.05 fs. The mesh size was varied between 80ϫ300 and 100ϫ500 for the mesh range Ϫ11р Pр11 and Ϫ15рQр15, and Ϫ15р P р15 and Ϫ15рQр15. The accuracy of the calculations was checked by changing the hierarchy depth N, the mesh size, and the time step.
A. Wave packet motions
In this subsection, we examine the effects of the SL coupling under the presence of the LL coupling by plotting the wave packet motions initiated by the interaction with the impulsive pump pulse. The reduced density matrix responsible for the Raman response function is defined from Eq. ͑3.4͒ by
͑4.2͒
Accordingly, we define the wave packet in the phase space as
The wave packet motions of W 0 (p,q,T 1 ) are plotted in Figs. 2-4 for the LL coupling, the SL coupling, and the LL plus SL coupling models, respectively. Here, we assumed the Gaussian-white bath with a temperature of 300 K. The coupling strengths are LL ϭ10 cm Ϫ1 ͓ LL /(ប 0 )ϭ0.26͔ and SL Ј ϭ0.1. In each figure, we also plot the thermal equilibrium wave packet in the top-left panel which is obtained by integrating the Gaussian-white Fokker-Planck equation for 5 ps. We compared the calculated results with the classical counterpart obtained from Eq. ͑4.1a͒ and found that the difference is very small. After the interaction expressed by ␣ W ϭϪ␣ 1 ‫,‪p‬ץ/ץ‬ which results in a node on the wave packet along Pϭ0 axis, the wave packet begins a clockwise rotation around the origin in the phase space and shrinks its shape because of the relaxation. To illustrate the movements, here we also present the analytical expression for the wave packet in the LL Brownian model with Gaussian-white noise ͓Eq. ͑2.13͒ with Eq. ͑2.12͔͒. The Wigner function after the pump excitation is 6, 12 
͑4.4a͒
where and M ប 0 coth(␤ប 0 )/2, respectively. To derive Eq. ͑4.4a͒, we assumed the initial equilibrium distribution, then modified it by the impulsive pump pulse with a linear polarizability (ϰϪq ) at T 1 ϭ0. The expectation values of the coordinate and the momentum at time T 1 are proportional to the prefactor of q and p in Eq. ͑4.4a͒, respectively. In the LL coupling case ͓Fig. 2͔, the wave packet rotates and shrinks preserving its shape as is described by Eq. ͑4.4a͒. The underlying relaxation process is population decay limited relaxation, i.e., there is only T 1 -type population transfer and the T 2 -type coherence decay is due to the population decay process. 27 We notice that the relaxation is governed by the momentum dependent relaxation operators of Eqs. ͑2.11͒ with C 2 ϵ0 in the LL coupling model. On the other hand, the SL coupling and the LL plus SL coupling mechanisms result in more complex wave packet motions than that for the LL coupling case as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . The relaxation operators are both coordinate-and momentum-dependent in these cases, suggesting that the relaxation is level-dependent as was indicated by Eq. ͑2.16b͒ within the Redfield theory. The rate of shrinkage for the wave packet becomes larger than in the LL coupling model because of the pure dephasing contribution from the SL coupling ͓see Eq. ͑4.8͔͒. The outer part of the wave packet seems to decay faster than in the LL coupling case for the early time period ͓T 1 р1.0 ps͔, since the relaxation operators stem from the SL coupling have extra coordinate dependence than the LL coupling in Eqs. ͑2.11͒. We note that the wave packet has inversion symmetry in the SL coupling case ͓Fig. 3͔ and the LL coupling case ͓Fig. 2͔, but not in the LL plus SL coupling case ͓Fig. 4͔. These are due to the symmetry of the system-bath interaction term ͓Eqs. ͑2.2͒ and ͑2.3͔͒, in which the LL coupling term preserves its sign under the coordinate transformation such as x j →Ϫx j , whereas the SL coupling term changes its sign, but the LL plus SL coupling term possesses no such symmetry. This is regarded as the ''anisotropy of the medium,'' through our model Hamiltonian ͓Eq. ͑2.1͔͒ describes one-dimensional motion of the system. To see these differences in the wave packet motions quantitatively, we introduce projection operators P nm defined by the operation on the distribution function
for integer n and m (у0), where n (q) is the nth eigenfunction of the relevant harmonic oscillator. Integration of Eq. ͑4.5͒ over p and q variables results in the matrix element C n,m (t)ϵ͗n͉ (t)͉m͘ in energy-level representation. Within the Brownian harmonic oscillator model, we obtain from Eq. ͑4.4a͒
͑4.6a͒
͑4.6b͒
where only the coherences between the adjacent vibrational levels are created.
In Fig. 5 , we plot the normalized coherence as a function of time for ͑a͒ the LL coupling case: ͑b͒ the SL coupling case, and ͑c͒ the LL plus SL coupling case. Parameters are the same as used for the wave packet calculations. Figure  5͑a͒ shows the calculated time evolution of coherence of (n,m)ϭ(3,2) for the LL coupling case ͓notice ͉C n,m (0)͉ has the maximum value at (n,m)ϭ(3,2) for the parameters used here͔, where all the coherences C nϩ1,n (t) have the same oscillation frequency ⍀ 0 regardless of the quantum number. We only observed the coherences between the adjacent vibrational levels C nϩ1,n as predicted by Eqs. ͑4.6͒. The modulation of the coherence amplitude at the frequency 2⍀ 0 , which is apparent from Eq. ͑4.6͒, reflects the wave packet rotation. The dissipative mechanism in the LL coupling with the Gaussian-white noise bath is regarded as the friction proportional to the momentum of the oscillator ͓see Eqs. ͑2.13͒ and ͑4.12͔͒; thus, the energy relaxation rate of the oscillator becomes maximum when the wave packet passes the potential minimum twice within a period of rotation. Therefore, the coherence decay is accelerated twice during 2/⍀ 0 . Since the energy relaxation rate of the system is shown to be time independent within the RWA, 34 the modulation might be described beyond the RWA within the Redfield or weak coupling theory.
For the SL coupling model, the time evolution of the coherences for (n,m)ϭ(3,2),(3,0), and (5,2) are plotted in Fig. 5͑b͒ , where coherences C nϩ1,n (t) show damped oscillations. Their frequencies are not as clearly identified as in the LL coupling case and depend on the quantum number ͑not shown͒. A distinctive difference from the LL coupling case is that there are relaxation induced coherences between the vibrational levels (nϩ1,nϮ2m) as shown for C 3,0 (t). The exclusion of coherences between vibrational levels (nϩ1,n Ϯ2mϩ1) can be explained by the symmetry of the system; the SL coupling term has odd parity with respect to the coordinate transformation as mentioned before and the parity of the density matrix elements nϩ1 (q) n (qЈ) and nϩ1 (q) nϮ2m (qЈ) are also odd for that transformation, but that of nϩ1 (q) nϮ2mϩ1 (qЈ) is even. Therefore, the even parity coherences C nϩ1,nϮ2mϩ1 (t) cannot be created from the initial, odd-parity coherences C nϩ1,n (0) during the vibrational relaxation. We note that the specification of relaxation pathways might be complicated if we use the Redfield theory since the connection between the coherences C nϩ1,n and C nϩ1,nϪ2 , for example, cannot be treated within the RWA. 34, [35] [36] [37] Since the LL plus SL coupling terms do not possess the symmetry with respect to coordinate transformation, we can expect that all the coherences are created from the initial one-quantum coherences C nϩ1,n (0) for the LL plus SL coupling mechanism. Actually, this is the case shown in Fig. 5͑c͒ for nϭ2, where all the coherences have nonzero values for tϾ0. Notice that only the coherence C nϩ1,n (t) is nonzero and the others are zero at T 1 ϭ0 ps, since the latter are created through the vibrational relaxation processes. Only C nϩ1,nϮ2m (t) coherences are created even for the LL plus SL coupling when there is no overlap between the bath modes for the LL coupling and that for the SL coupling, in other words, when these two coupling mechanisms are statistically independent. Numerical calculations are done by setting cross terms C 1 C 2 in Eqs. ͑2.11͒ to zero as mentioned in Sec. II B.
B. Optical response functions
In the previous subsection, we showed that the types of vibrational coherences created after the initial formation of the one-quantum coherences depend on the system-bath coupling mechanisms. In this subsection, we shall examine the temperature and the bath correlation time dependencies of the vibrational relaxation processes through the response functions. It is worth noting that since we assume a linear dependence of the polarizability ͑dipole͒ on the coordinate, the Raman ͑IR͒ response function ͓Eq. ͑3.4͔͒ is proportional to a summation of the real part of the vibrational coherences
͑4.7͒
This relation suggests that the response functions within the SL coupling model and the LL plus SL coupling model are similar, because the creation of C nϩ1,nϮ2m coherences are not detected directly by this order of vibrational spectroscopy. Since the SL coupling model was already discussed in the previous studies, 15, 16 we focus on the LL plus SL coupling model and discuss a few details, which have not been studied in the previous papers.
First, we consider the temperature dependence of the Raman response function. In Fig. 6͑a͒ , we plot the response function for the LL plus SL coupling at 150, 300, and 450 K, and for comparison the response function for the LL coupling model. The other parameters are the same as in the previous subsection. The response function for the LL model does not show a temperature dependence, 13 whereas that for the LL plus SL coupling model is temperature dependent such that the oscillation amplitude decreases with increasing temperature as shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ . When we turn to the pure SL coupling model ͓C 1 ϵ0͔ with the same coupling parameter SL Ј , the patterns of the signal are almost identical with those for the LL plus SL coupling. The observed temperature dependence can be explained with the aid of the stochastic theory. 30 If we regard the SL coupling term Ϫq 2 ͚ j g j x j /2 ͓Eqs. ͑2.2͒ and ͑2.3͔͒ as a part of the system potential, the deviation of the frequency from the zeroth order frequency 0 can be denoted by ␦ϭX/(M 0 ), where X is the classical interaction coordinate corresponding to the quantum counterpart defined by Eq. ͑2.6͒. From Eq. ͑2.7͒ we have
͑4.8͒
This relation implies that the pure dephasing rate constant ⌫* for the coherences C nϩ1,n (t) is SL /(M 0 2 ␤) in the Gaussian-white limit ␥→ϱ ͑fast modulation limit͒, 30 which is consistent with Eq. ͑2.16b͒ with nϪmϭ1. Thus, the signal decays faster with increasing temperature and coupling strength. When the temperature becomes higher ͑or the coupling strength SL Ј becomes larger, not shown͒ the signal decays without changing sign, as can be seen in the plot for Tϭ450 K. The origin of such behavior can be clarified by calculating the spectrum defined as
In Fig. 6͑b͒ , we plot the imaginary part of the spectrum Im͓R(⍀ 1 )͔. Note that this corresponds to the absorption spectrum in the resonant IR spectroscopy. We can see that the importance of the spectral contribution from the lower frequency region, which was attributed to energy relaxation through the â 2 and â †2 terms included in the SL coupling, 15 is increased at higher temperatures relative to that from the fundamental frequency region. Therefore, the oscillatory but constant sign decay pattern can be understood as a superposition of the positive background response from the broad lower frequency region and the oscillatory response from the fundamental frequency region. Second, we investigate the effects of the correlation time c ϭ␥ Ϫ1 on the spectral peak shift. Relations between the correlation time and the spectral shape are discussed in the previous papers. 15, 16 It is helpful to consider the classical Langevin equation corresponding to the Hamiltonian of Eq. ͑2.1͒
where the friction kernel (t) and the random force R(t) are related by a relation ͗R(t)R(tЈ) 
͑4.11͒
where V(q) is given by Eq. ͑2.3͒. For simplicity, we consider the SL coupling case ͓C 1 ϵ0, C 2 ϵ1]. For the GaussianMarkovian noise bath, substitution of Eq. ͑2.4͒ into Eq. ͑4.11͒ yields the friction part as
͑4.12͒
It should be noticed that the potential renormalization ⌬U(q )ϭ ͚ j ͓F j (q )͔ 2 /(2m j j 2 ) mentioned in Appendix A has already been eliminated in Eq. ͑4.10͒. 7 Thus, the first term on the right hand side of Eq. ͑4.12͒ can contribute as an additional system anharmonic potential M SL ␥q 4 /4 to the zeroth order potential U(q) when the correlation time c becomes long. The energy differences between any adjacent vibrational levels are always increased by such a potential within a first-order perturbation calculation. Therefore, we can expect that the spectral peak shift to the blue side is enhanced when the correlation time is long; however, its magnitude is inversely proportional to the correlation time. This is the reason why the spectral peak has its highest value when c is the order of 0 Ϫ1 , rather than c ϭ0 ͑fast modulation͒ or c 0 ӷ1 ͑slow modulation͒ in Fig. 3 of Ref. 16 . Note that the correlation of noise also causes an additional peak even in the LL case in the spectrum, if the bath is overdamped. 50, 51 The additional anharmonic potential is proportional to ␥ϭ1/ c and is related to the strength of the bath fluctuations by Eq. ͑2.7͒. Thus, to see the effect of the correlation time separately from the coupling strength, it is feasible to compare the responses for different c , but with a fixed effective coupling strength SL Ј ␥. In Fig. 7, we Fig. 4 . We can see that the gradual peak shifts to the blue side with increasing correlation time, as expected. Further, we clearly see that the spectral shape changes from a Lorentzian to a Gaussian-type shape, and its width becomes broader for longer correlation time as discussed in Ref. 16 .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have derived the Fokker-Planck equation for an oscillator system in contact with a harmonic oscillator bath via linear-linear and square-linear coupling mechanisms. From this approach we are able to study the vibrational relaxation process under the simultaneous presence of elastic and inelastic interactions with the thermal bath. As an example of vibrational relaxation processes following photoexcitation, we investigated the vibrational response of a model harmonic oscillator system. From our model study, it is found that the conventional Brownian harmonic oscillator model ͑LL coupling model͒ and the pure SL coupling model considered in Refs. 14 -16 induce very specific vibrational relaxation, i.e., in the former model, the only vibrational coherences between adjacent vibrational levels C nϩ1,n , being created by the interaction with the pump laser pulse, are involved during the vibrational relaxation, whereas, in the later model, the coherences expressed as C nϩ1,nϮ2m are involved in addition to the initially created coherences. These selections of the relaxation pathways originate from the symmetry of the system-bath coupling. Only when the LL plus SL coupling mechanism is applied, in other words, one-and two-quantum transitions in the system oscillator take place simultaneously, are all the coherences generated during the vibrational relaxation.
Although the distinct differences of the vibrational relaxation pathways between the SL and the LL plus SL coupling model are not pronounced in the third-order Raman or linear IR response, we expect that such differences will be enhanced in higher-order vibrational spectroscopies. 6, 19 Since higher-order spectroscopy, such as fifth-order Raman and third-order IR spectroscopy, measures the vibrational relaxation process with more than two successive pumping processes, we are able to disentangle the several relaxation pathways involved, which allows us to investigate the nature of the system-bath interactions in more detail. 19 Comparisons of the higher-order response functions with various systembath coupling conditions can be made by extending the present formulation, and will be carried out elsewhere.
Finally, applications of the present model should not be limited to vibrational spectroscopy; applications to similar problem such as chemical reaction 17, 18 and electronic spectroscopy 52 provide us with further understanding of how dissipation plays a role in dynamics and are left for future studies.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE QUANTUM FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION FOR THE GAUSSIAN-MARKOVIAN NOISE BATH
In this Appendix, we derive the equation of motion for the reduced density matrix for the Gaussian-Markovian noise bath shown in Eq. ͑2.9͒. The derivation is similar to the LL coupling case ͑Ref. 17͒ and SL coupling case ͑Refs. 15 and 16͒, but here we take into account both interactions ͑LL ϩSL͒ simultaneously.
The dynamics of the system and the bath oscillators can be described by the density matrix tot (q,x,qЈ,xЈ,t) ϭ͗q,x͉ tot (t)͉qЈ,xЈ͘ in the coordinate representation, where tot (t) is the density operator of the total system at time t, and x stands for all the coordinates of the bath modes. The optical response of the total system, however, can be calculated through the reduced density matrix elements defined by ͑q,qЈ,t ͒ϵ ͵ dx tot ͑ q,x,qЈ,x,t ͒,
͑A1͒
since only the system variables are assumed to interact with the external electric field. The reduced density matrix of the relevant system at time t embedded in the harmonic oscillator bath at an inverse temperature ␤ in the coordinate representation is given by a functional integral form with an initial condition (q a ,Ј ,t i )
where the action S is defined as
and the exponent of the influence functional is explicitly given by 31, 53 W͓q,qЈ͔ϭ ͚ j 1 2m j j
Note that the counter term ⌬U(q )ϭ ͚ j ͓F j (q )͔ 2 /(2m j j 2 ) found in Eq. ͑2.1͒ is taken into account as the second part on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑A3b͒ to cancel the potential renormalization of the system, which arises from the first part on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑A3b͒. The terms proportional to coth(␤ប j /2)cos( j ) and sin( j ) on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑A3b͒ correspond to the real part and the imaginary part of the bath correlation function C(t)ϭ͗X (t)X (0)͘ B , respectively.
Within the high-temperature approximation, coth(␤ប␥) Ӎ1/(␤ប␥), we rewrite Eq. ͑A3b͒ by using Eqs. ͑2.3͒ and
where
The detailed-balance condition is preserved in a semiclassical way as CЉ(t)ϭ(ប␤/2)‫ץ‬CЈ(t)/‫ץ‬t with the real part CЈ(t)ϭS(t) of Eq. ͑2.7͒.
Here, we define the auxiliary operator n (t) by its matrix element 17 as
for integer nу0, where the reduced density matrix is given for nϭN, because the effects of the Gaussian-Markovian noise bath can be treated as if it is the Gaussian-white noise bath for large N␥. 17 The depth of the hierarchy N should be N␥ӷ c , where c is the characteristic frequency of the system. Obtaining a closed set of equations, we are able to calculate its time evolution with appropriate initial conditions n (tϭ0) for 0рnрN. Wigner transformation of Eqs. ͑A7͒ and ͑A9͒ in accordance with the definition of Eq. ͑2.8͒ and the operator relations described in Appendix B results in the Fokker-Planck equation of Eqs. ͑2.9͒.
APPENDIX B: RELATIONS BETWEEN HILBERT SPACE OPERATORS AND ITS WIGNER REPRESENTATIONS
Here, we list the relations between Hilbert space operators and its Wigner representations following Ref. 54 .
We make the Wigner transformation of the auxiliary density matrix elements yield the auxiliary distribution functions, 32, 54 W n ͑ p,q,t ͒ϵ 1 2ប
͵ 
͑C3͒
Since N( 0 )ϳZ (Ϫ) ( 0 ) and N(2 0 )ϳZ (Ϫ) (2 0 ) for the high-temperature condition, the above expression agree with the Redfield tensor elements given in Eqs. ͑2.16͒. Therefore, we clearly showed that under the rotating wave approximation the Gaussian-white Fokker-Planck equation reduces to the Redfield description in the RWA. We note, however, that the Redfield theory does not have a limitation for a temperature 43 in contrast to the Fokker-Planck equation approach. One often uses the Redfield theory or the response function theory by adapting the energy-level representation to study molecular vibrational motion in condensed phase, but the situation in the vibrational energy states is, in many cases, different from the electronic states. The most natural expression of the vibrational motion is in the coordinate representation and one should go back to the original Hamiltonian, if applicability of the theory is not certain.
